
Referral to 504 Coordinator 
(by parent/guardian, teacher, other school employee, student success 

team or community agency)

Meeting with 504 Coordinator to determine whether evaluation is 
appropriate1..

Procedural safeguards (option to click link here) are granted at any 
time in the process regardless of decisions

Legend:
MDT = multidisciplinary team (at minimum, this is the parent/guardian, 
general education teacher and 504 coordinator, and may include other 
individuals knowledgeable about the child’s suspected disability)

YES

Any of the 
answers is 

NO

504 coordinator informs parent/guardians of the decision in writing 
and communicates the procedural safeguards (option to click link 

here)

NCS obtains written consent for evaluation from parent/guardian

MDT is convened

Evaluation: MDT reviews data and determines the answer to the 
following  questions 
- Does the student have a mental or physical impairment?
- Does the mental or physical impairment limit a major life 

activity?
- Is/are the major life activity(s) limited to a substantial degree, or 

is the student unable to perform the major life activity(s) 
comparably to age/grade/level peers unless he/she uses 
mitigation measures ?

YES to all three q’s

MDT develops written 504 plan

MDT reviews student progress at least annually

Student is re-evaluated at least once every three years

Reasonable tim
e fram

e

1. This is a meeting which may or may not include request for additional 
assessment prior to 504 evaluation

Evaluation procedures shall ensure that the tests and other 
evaluation materials follow 34 CFR 104.35

504 Policy Flow Chart



If the parent/guardian disagrees with action or 
decision of NCS with regards to identification, 

evaluation or educational placement of their child

30
 d

ay
s

Parent/guardian requests 
administrative review

14 days
504 Coordinator designates 

an appropriate administrator1

Administrative review 
meeting

30 days

30
 d

ay
s

45
 d

ay
s

Either party may request 
review by federal hearing

OR

PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS
If the parent/guardian disagrees with action or 
decision of NCS with regards to identification, 

evaluation or educational placement of their child

Parent/guardian requests due 
process hearing

504 coordinator selects 
impartial hearing officer

Due process hearing + written 
decision mailed to all parties Note: procedural safeguards are granted at any time in the 

process regardless of decisions

1. A good faith effort will be made to select an appropriate 
administrator for this step.  However, due to the small nature of NCS, 
it will often be the case that the roles of 504 Coordinator and 
administrator are held by the same individual.
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